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Many women conceive
prior to marital vows
Connie Hatch

Sue Lyons

Roberta Davis

Hokona

Independent

Alpha Chi Omega

June Toledo

Harriet Vren

Phi Mu

Pi Beta Phi

Sandi Baughman

Patti Adler

Andrea Arnold

Laurie Hueter

Becky Timmons

Alpha Delta Pi

Delta Delta Delta

Kappa Kappa Gamma

Kappa Alpha Theta

Chi Omega

Vote for Derby queen
Students may vote on Derby Days queen candidates today through Friday in the
Union. All proceeds from the election will go to the Campus Chest innoculation
drive.
The mushball tournament begins today, and firials will be held tomorrow. The
derby skit will be at the Sigma Chi house Thursday.
The annual Derby Chase will be at 3:30 p.m. Friday on the intramurals fields on
Roma Ave. The Derby dance will be Friday evening from 8 to midnight in the
Union Ballroom. The derby queen .winner will be announced at the dance.
The branding of the pants will be at 10 a.m. Saturday, and the Derby Days
parade and games will be at noon.

Head sought for lnternat•l Center
Applications for 1970-71 International"
Center director are available at the center,
1808 Las Lomas, NE, or at the office of
international programs and services, 1717
Roma, NE.
Applicants should be at least a junior, and
present International Center Director Tony
Olmi said applicants should have some
interest in languages, some travel experience
abroad, or a major in areas related to
international affairs, education, political
science, history, or related fields.
"Ideally," said Olmi, "the new director
should enjoy working with people from
many countries and different cultures."

Olmi said the director is responsible for
coordinating all social and extra-curricular
activities sponsored by the center. The
position includes maintenance of indoor and
outdoor facilities. "The director is a sort of
jack-of-all-trades who is expected to be a
gardener and janitor, as well as host to
important social events," Olmi said.

RATES l 7o per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journaliam Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. U ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more conseeutive days with
CIIL'Iaified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: P,cyment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

THE TURNING POINT-Goamie light
show. 625 Welleale:v SE. Friday & Saturday, 8-11. 4/8
ENVffiONMENTAL TEACH-IN wants to
tape Pete See&'era "God Bless The Glass''
album. U you have It, pleiL'!e call Lin at
266.1056.
ATTENTION ORGANIZATIONS: Mirage
needs picture identification on group
shots. Rm. 205 Journalism Bldg. Immediately.
DANCE-MIME-SENSITIVITY Training,
625 Wellealy SE. Call 256-0114. 4/8
THUNDERBffiD CONTRIDUTORS: All
written work aubmitted to the magazillc
may now be picked up at rm. 158 Journalism Bldg,
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
All art works may now be picked Up nt
rm. 205 Jourt\alism Bldg., 9 a.m.-4 J>.m.
Monday-Friday.
SENIOR-Be aure to have your class pioture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three print.. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: ''Toko"-Mnlamutish shepherd on
3/25. Black and white, young. 842-flOGB,
4/8
BE SURE to . check the . Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB lor
your lost items.
LOST: Gold anchor pin with Delta Gamina in center. Reward offered at 1700
Mesa Vista NE. 4/13

motorcycles
Sales • Service • Parts
BSA-JAWA-Bridgestone
HUSQVAII.NA-:BULTACO

PENTON

LOSE SOMETHING? To find
Lobo Classified Ada.

5)

U Standards condemns
discrimination. in classes

Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.

M

See the newest wig in town

THE GREEK BOY
($25 complete)

E

OKIE'S

104 BEER

X

every Wed. 5-6 PM
Central At University
#############.

Foreign Car
Specialists

I

THE COLLEGE PLAN
for

THE COLLEGE MAN

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

I'

OverlOO yrs. Combined
Experience

'

I'

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

2933 Monte Vista N.E.
265·6631

c

t

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

0

Held

4/.13

EMPLOYMENT

S t1 M MER EMPLOYMENT: Average
monthly earnings ~700. Only those with

nn entire summer

:lr~

need app)y. For

appointment call 243·4395 between 1
and 11. 4/8
llUSlNESS OPPORTUNITY. Part-time.
Business couples preferred. Call 265·5232.
EXPERT TYPING in my home. Reason·
able. Call 344·5802. n.lter 5. 4/10

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

Smalley heads investigators

''DAZZLING! A VIVID
EXPERIENCE, THRILLING!
A CLIFFHANGER IN SPACE!"

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
New Techniques (at least you don't
being shown

see them every day)

The Legislative Council Service Wednesday reappointed Sen.
Ike Smalley, D-Luna-Sierra-Hidalgo, as chairman of the
Legislative Universities Study Committee.
The committee, which was first established last year in the
wake of the "Love Lust Poem" controversy as the "Legislative
Universities Investigating Committee, was continued for another
16 months by the last session of the legislature.
Gov. David F. Cargo had indicated shortly after the bill was
passed that he would veto it; however, after the ~ec1ding
incident of Sen. Strom Thurmond on March 4 he dec1ded to
sign it.
Other legislators appointed to the committee include from
the House of Representatives: Merrill Taylor, R-Fannington,
vice-chairman: Richard Carbajal, D-Valencia; Edward Lopez,
. D-Santa Fe; William O'Donnell, D-Dona Ana; Ben Roybal,
D•Bernalillo; Jack Stahl, R·Bemalillo.
Senators appointed to the committee besides Smalley
include: Robert Ferguson, D-Eddy; Joe Gant, D-Eddy; James
Kirkpatrick, R-Dona Ana; and George Koran, R·Bernalillo.

-L.A, TIMES

at. ..

Guile! Arts Theatre

GREGORY PECK
nn.. nl1tnu CRENNA ... DAVID JANSSEN

3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnite
Only $1.50

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASstFIED ADVERTISING
UniversitY. P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

Free U class plans·
probe of Mormons
Members of the Free University course entitled
''Revolution vs. Reform" decided at a meeting last night to
investigate and find sources of information on the Mormon
Church, and Mormon-dominated businesses.
An investigation into all aspects of the Mormon Church
involvement iri economic and business enterprises was
outlined by George Gore, moderator.
Sources of research are the independent Utah telephone
companies, contractors, food production and distribution,
and the Union Pacific Railroad's relations with
Mormonism. Gore said the Los Angeles Times was "at least
in part Mormon-owned and deserved to be researched.
"Information about Mormon-owned businesses would '
give an understanding of the profits acquired by the
church from purchases made outside the church
organization," Gore said.
.
"What do they (the Mormons) do with the profits they
acquire from our purchases and labor? How do Mormon
enterprises operate?" Gore asked.
An UMAS member stated that no explicit religious-state
ties had been uncovered in the Mormon state government,
but "the possibility for racial discrimination is present," he
said. "The black and chicano populations of Utah are very
small, but rumors are around that they don't get the same
treatment as the whites."
One class member asked why a black athlete would
choose to go tq the privately owned, Mormon dominated,
BYU, which allegedly practices racial discrimiriation. Oth.er
members replied that scholarships were too hard to resist
and the inducements too great to tum down.
•
An unplanned discussion of The Lobo erupted when
one member, William Flowers, objected to the presence of
a Lobo photographer and reporter.
The class members were polled and it was decided to
allow The Lobo staff members to remain. Flowers left the
meeting.
The next Free University course will discuss the results
of the research and present taped speeches by Black
Panthers.

CLASSIFICAliONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

Pickens outlines fund sharing plans-·

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

~RENT-A-TV==~

Color Available

George Gore

George Gore heads a Free
University course discussion on
Mormonism and Mormon
dominated business enterprises.

Senate supports women•s extra murals

CANCIONER0-90 popular SJ)anlah songs.
Send $1 to ROBERTO MONDRAGON,
61o 11th N.w. 87102. 4/17

Buck's 268-4589
TY Rentals
.

, Lobo photo by Chester Painter

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

MISCELLANEOUS

$1.00 a daY
Free Pick Up· And Service
:No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

An advisory opmwn condemning the "seating of
students-because of hair style" and labeling the practice as
"punishing" and "coercing" was released by the Student
Standards Committee recently.
The two-page opinion, signed by Robert Milne, committee
chairman, stated the committee "would order that the length
of a student's hair not be used as a criterion for assigning him
a seat, and the committee would reverse any other discipline
imposed" (by the instructor). The opinion hinged on what
the committee outlined as a "hypothetical case."
Hypothetically, a student would have to refuse to sit in his
assigned seat, receive further discipline after refusing to do
so, or take his seat and then come before the Student
Standards Committee for the body to act.
The committee "will reverse discipliriary action taken
when it decides the disciplirie has no rational relationship
with the function of the person who imposed it, for example,
when discipline is imposed by a professor for some reason
which has no rational relationship to the educational
function he is performing," the opinion said.
Anticipating questions as to why the opinion was advisory,
the document explained "the controversy which gave 'rise to
the hypothetical case involved William Bonner and Jonathan
Kaufman, who attended the English class of Professor Ernest
W. Baughman. However, the students left the class before any
discipline was actually imposed on them, and they are not
now being subjected to any disciplirie. The disciplinary
measure of requiring the students to sit in a particular comer
was only threatened." The opinion continued, "therefore,
the Student Standards Committee has no jurisdiction over
the case."
.
Harold Lavender, vice president for student affairs, said he
didn't know "if the committee had the kind of power"
expressed in the opinion and called the report "only
advisory."
The faculty handbook however, says, "-any student who
feels he has been unjustly disciplined by-any official of the
University has the right to appeal to the committee. The
committee may affirm or reverse disciplinary action already
taken."
Baughman had "no comment" on the opiriion. Bonner and
Kaufman could not be reached for comment.
The hearing which prompted the action took place March
3.

Features: 7:00 & 9:30 -Children's Rates at All Shows

FORSALE

SIERRA DESIGN 200 down aleeplng bag,
Only been used twice. $130.00 new. Will
sell to best offer. Inquire at 1915 Lead
SE., Apt. 3. 4/8
FEMALE Samoyed puppy, purebred, AKC,
showdog, reiL'!onably priced. Call 2551429 •• 4/13

7)

'

\N

SUTTON
PLACE, INC.

Support
Lobo
Advertisers

it, try

1966 DATSUN. Immaculate. Below book
at $800. Call 268-2501 evenings. 4/14
1969 RENAULT. Rebuilt Engine. AU new
parts. Good condition. 898-3335. 4/8
1961 FORD Wagon. R/H. Good tires.
·Needs work. 247-2565. 4/8
1968 VW Sedan deluxe, excellent condition.
Original owner. $1495.00. 255·2162. 4/8.
200 USED TVa. All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/16
MONSTER TELEVISION-24 inch giant
screen. General Electric. $30.00, 255-5211,

6)

Health, Education, and Welfare
Department, said the survey
supports the argument that
unmarried white gids who
become pregnant are more
likely to ~ get married than
those of other races,
"Almost twice as many
premarital conceptions of white
women as of all other women
resulted in a legitimate birth,"
she said in a paper to be
delivered April 17 at a
conference in Atlanta, Ga ..
"Among white women, 27
percent of all the first births
were premarital conceptions and
among other women, 68
percent," she said,
The report was based on a
questionnaire survey of more
than 11,000 married women
across the country, selected at
random from birth cer.tificates.

The center is currently offering language
classes, and it will be remodeled and
expanded this spring. Olmi said the
expansion is expected to at least triple the
capacity, and will permit more than one
function at a time.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

E

WASHINGTON (UPI)-A new government study
indicates that one-third of the first babies born to
American women in 1964 through 1966 were conceived
out of wedlock. Quickie marriages saved many from
illegitimacy.
Mrs. Mary Grace Kovar, who helped compile the data
for the national center for health statistics of the

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY-~--------
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Graduate Student Association Finance Committees have worked
(GSA) President Bill Pickens out estimated utilization of
outlined the proposed ASUNM services by graduate
GSA-ASUNM fund sharing for students, he said.
The proposal caBs for GSA to
student services, attd joint
representation on major stude~tt contribute 10 percent to The
committees for next year at the Lobo, KUNM, Cultural
ASUNM Senate meeting last Committee, Speakers Committee,
Film Committee, and draft
night.
Senate also allocated $3650 to counselor budgets. GSA is
finance out-of·town trips by the expected to contribute 35 percent
women's extramural sports teams, of the International Centel''s
and $1040 to fund a Greek retreat budget, and 5 percent of the
Intramural and Recreation Board
scheduled in April.
Pickens presented the GSA budget.
Joint funding for a proposed
proposal which calls for a $16,777
contribution to the "general large child day care center has not yet
app.ropriations" listed in the been determined.
The figures, and proposed
1970·71 ASUNM budget.
The GSA Finance and ASUNM committee membership, will be

voted on by the GSA Council
tonight. Senate, as of press time
last night, had taken no formal
action on the GSA proposal.
"In figuring the budget we tried
to offer ASUNM a just reparation
for services and leave enough for
GSA needs," said Pickens.
GSA is requesting voting
representation on commit~ees
administering funds to which they
contribute, primarily those "listed
in the ASUNM constitution," said
Pickens.
The proposal calls for. a voting
GSA member on the Publications
Board, Radio Board, Student
Affairs, Cultural, Speakers, and
Student Standards Committees.
The proposal also stipulated

that the non-voting student
chairman on several committees
be subject to joint confirmation
by GSA and ASUNM, Pickens
said.
Those committees are the
Cultural, Speakers, Student ..
Standards Committees, and Union
Board. GSA is requesting two
voting members on the
National-International Affairs
Committee.
The $3650 appropriated to the
women's extramural sports teams
will be used to fund
"championship and extra meets"
not covered in the regular budgets
of the teams, said Senator Lou
Storm, sponsor of the bills.

NE\N
M.EXICD
WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

Thursday, April 9, 1970

L
GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

The New MelCICO ·Lobo Ia published
daily every regular wee!< of the Univer·
sity year by the Board of Student Pub.
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
cia .. postag!' paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely, Unsigned .opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Stude11ts or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico.
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The Lobo, commonly known about the state as a tool of
the old right was criticized at a meeting last night for its
extremely accurate photography during the Strom Thurmond
incident. One individual who would have made it to the
hideaway was identified primarily through a Lobo
photograph. One picture being worth a thousand words was
certainly the case that night as a routine Lobo description of
the characters involved would have been the cause of a libel
suit for sure. Chester Painter, our photographer got so
v A glaring example of the manipulative
United States and around the world, are excited about his "catch", he is still carrying the negatives
power of the press was offered newspaper powerful opinion-shapers which in many around in his sweatshirt pocket hoping the authorities will
readers by an Associated Press news story cases project their biases in subtle ways.
need his help.
published in yesterday's Albuquerque
As we know from sad experience, a great
***
Journal.
· many newspaper readers never get beyond
Yesterday marked the third consecutive week that a movie
The news story, originating in. the introductory paragraphs of a news story spoofing the old Laurel and Hardy series was shot in Yale
Washington, D.C., begins with this
(indeed some never get beyond the Park. Complete with uniforms, at least two "Hardys"
statement, "Preliminary government findings
headlines) and often go away with a slanted stumbled over doctors, tourists, and other respectable
on marijuana are that it does not necessarily
citizens in an attempt to round up several very intelligent
and incomplete picture of the news.
lead to heroin addiction but is a dangerous
dogs
who bounded about unrestricted-obviously responding
Readers scanning the front page of the
drug and strong preparations might produce
Albuquerque Journal, the Tribune, the to silent commands given by their numerous trainers dressed
brain damage in some chronic users."
News, The Lobo, or any other newspaper, as scientists, musicians and other intellectual people. Action
Under the bold headline, "Marijuana Might
are at the mercy of the people who produce moved across Central briefly for a scene in University Drugs
Cause Brain Damage," the front-page story
the newspapers. For those readers with short where three of the culprits were apprehended trying to steal
goes on to report the preliminary findings of
attention spans, the headlines and the first some rubber bones and chunks of rawhide. The Cargo movie
the National Institute of Mental Health
paragraph of an article are the entire story. syndicate will admit no responsibility for offering Yale Park
(NIMH).
as a movie backdrop.
A newspaper can, by simply re-writing the
By far the most significant
lead paragraph and assigning an appropriate Lobo Review
r€commendation in the report, however, is
headline, change the entire meaning and
not discovered until the fourth paragraph of
emphasis
of a story.
the story.
The diligent reader probably read the
This paragraph says, "It (the report)
entire
marijuana story and learned that the
suggested a maximum one-week jail sentence
House Select Committee on Crime had
for first-offense marijuana possession, during
recommended
a drastic lowering of penalties
which the violator would be required to take
for
first
offenders.
But he would
a drug abuse education course."
By DAVE BRANDS
You walk a thousand miles
nevertheless be heavily influenced by the
Imagine a combination of
The recommendation is easily the most
before the sun has begun to
lead paragraph and the bold black headlines Steppenwolf, the Jimi Hendrix
revolutionary approach to handling first
rise.
Experience, and the Iron
proclaiming "Brain Damage."
You think about the things to
offenders that any government agency has
Butterfly with messages
do
The reader is lead to believe that the resembling those of Bob Dylan
ever offered, yet it is assigned relative
And then you realizefindings on brain damage, although only and Joan Baez. Now imagine this
insignificance in the story and subordinated
to a typical scare statement.
preliminary and incomplete, are the really psycho·extravaganza of sound and
You're working all day and
verse coming from a group
significant element of the story. The originating
In all fairness, the Journal should
sleeping all night
in Texas!
consideration being given to adopting more
probably not be blamed completely for the
Just to get up and do it again.
Such a group calls itself
realistic penalties for first offenders is Bloodrock and has just released a
incorrect and misleading emphasis given the
You take your pay and you rest
one day.
report.
Capitol album (ST·435) by the
greatly de-emphasized.
And you never reach the end!
same name. Each of the six
r- Headline
writers customarily write
For an enlightening lesson in the power of members began performing in the
Some of Bloodrock is haunting.
headlines from information provided in the
the press, let us suggest an exercise in Dallas·Fort Worth area. Lee "Fantastic
Piece of Architecture"
"lead" or first paragraph of any news story.
newspaper reading. Every day for one or two Pickens, lead guitarist and is an atypical work about a typical
The blame rests with the reporter, who, as
background vocalist, has played haunted house. Steve Hill,
weeks, read the headlines and all of the there
on radio, television and in organist, plays in an eerie manner
is again customary in newspaper writing,
larger stories in any given newspaper.
"too
many
clubs to remember" during this piece and reminds one
composed the story from infoanation
Although a great deal of what we shall call since 1963.
of the ghoul at the keyboard in
provided in the original text of the
Bloodrock is hard and heavy. "Phantom of the Opera.'' The
"manipulation" will not be immediately
committee report. (In writing a news story, a
apparent, study over a period of time will Blatant but melodic sounds song's style is comparable to
from the band. Every Donovan's "Season of the Witch."
reporter is expected to draw !rom a given set
reveal that newspapers in far too many cases emanate
piece
of
music
was written by a
Bloodrock has a good c.hance of
of facts the most significant element from
go one step beyond reporting the news.' member of the group. Two songs
joining
two other Texas hard rock
which to write a lead and develop a story.)
They often make and shape it.
in particular, "Gotta Find a Way" products, Janis Joplin and Johnny
Our purpose here, however, is not to
The motivation behind news-making and and "Double Truth" are loaded Winter. Lead vocalist Jim
criticize the competence of any individual
shaping is simple.Commercial newspapers are with potent swipes at today's Rutledge believes the Bloodrock
violent and oppressed American sound is not only hard, heavy, and
reporter.
. big businesses and, in order to survive, they society.
Stark realism prevails deep, but even further, "It's
It is rather to call attention to the fact
must sell their product.
throughout the themes of both mean."
that newspapers, which are everyday
How better to sell a product than to works, pulling very few punches,
"I'm proud that Capitol has
commodities in millions of homes in the
"Gotta Find a Way" tells the given us the chance to be heard,"
appeal to the biases of your customers?
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Editorial

The newspaper business

Hard, heavy extravaganza
emanates from Bloodrocl{.

•

story of the typical "hard hat and
lunch pail" laborer:

'Kidnapings? Killings? Is This The Thanks We Get For Supporting You?'

Editor:
Needs Convincing
To the Editor:
Your article (Astrology, by
• David Gagnon, April 8}, updating
astrology was interesting, but
unless the traditional meanings of
the· 12 symbols are also changed,
severe problems arise in actual
application of this new system.
Do you have further to say on
this?

..
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University enriches New Mexico economy.,
Provides valuable services-medical, educational
(Editor's note: The following is
the first of a two·part series
dealing with the University's
contributions to the Albuquerque
community.)
By SUE MAJOR
A university enriches the.
community in which it is located
in many ways, and UNM for
example, provides valuable
services to Albuquerque, including
continuing education programs,
research for business and industry,
and civic programs.
"Since 1901, the University has
conferred 25,788 earned degrees,
more than half of them in the past
ten years, representing a
tremendous infusion of skilled
personnel into the New Mexico
economy," said Sherman Smith,
vice president for research and
development, in a speech
December 11, 1969.
The University provides a
means for local people to
continue their education either
full-time or part·time. 48 local
businessmen were enrolled in the
School of Business and
Administrative Sciences' master of
business administration program
last semester on a part-time basis.
2000 Take Courses
The Community College
reported there are over 2000
people from the community every
semester taking vocational and
avocational home and family
living non·cred it courses.
When the Albuquerque
Industrial Development Service
(AIDS) has a prospective industry,
the dean of engineering is often
asked to spend a day with
company representatives.
"In. the past ten years, 767
engineers have earned master's
degrees, and the College of
Engineering has also awarded 75
doctorates. Many of those
graduate engineers came from the
ranks of employes at the Sandia
Corporation, the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratories, and the
several federal military
installations in New Mexico,"
Smith said.
"In 1959, Sandia Corporation
asked for a special graduate
program leading to a master's
degree for all of its newly hired
engineers. The program lasted
until last June, engaging 447 men
in it," he said.
UNM graduates
A third of the new teachers
hired in the past five years by the
Albuquerque Pub lie Schools,

At

nearly 800, have been recent
graduates of the UNM College of
Education. In ten years, 1293
teachers or administrators have
earned doctoral degrees, Smith's
figures indicated.
The University is also involved
in service to industry and
business, and segments of the
community which need particular
assistance.
The Bureau of Business
Research maintains data on the
New Mexico economy, conducts
and publishes studies on the
economies of the individual
counties, explores the
performance of particular
industries, provides business
statistics and analyses, and
publishes a monthly food-price
bulletin which serves as a
consumer guide.
Field Program
The Technology Application
Center provides an engineering
field service to private enterprise,
and faculty research of the Bureau
of Engineering Research of the
College of Engineering has
resulted in the spin-off of one
Albuquerque firm, Energy
Conversion Systems, Inc., Smith
said,
The Institute of Public Law and
Services makes available to public
officials the talent and facilities of
the UNM Law School.
Many Social Services are
performed through the Institute
of Social Research and
Development (ISRAD), which
includes such projects as the new
careers program, a two-year
program which provides
on·the·job training and education
for people from disadvantaged
areas in human services work; the
home improvement project, which
takes high school drop·outs and
gives them basic education skills
and on·the·job training in

renovation of homes of the poor
in Albuquerque, and the work
incentive program, which gives job
training to women receiving aid to
dependent children,
Health Services
Through the School of
Medicine and the Colleges of
Nursing and Ph:umacy, the
University also contributes to the
health of the people of New
Mexico.
"Almost half the licensed
pharmacists practicing in New
Mexico are alumni of UNM. There
are 55 doctors who were residents
and interns under the Medical
School's supervision who are now
practicing- physicians in 16
different New Mexico
communities," Smith said,
The School of Medicine also
has trained paramedical personnel
in understaffed fields, has given a
first-aid refresher course to
Albuquerque police, and has
taught in workshops for nurses
and physical therapists across the
state.
The Medical School staffs and
supervises the Bernalillo County
Medical and Mental Health
Centers.

"The management 'Of the
medical center was turned over to
the staff of the medical school.
The mental health center, county
property, is staffed by the medical
school. It is unde~· contract with
the State Department of Hospitals
and Institutions," Smith said.
Faculty doctors also treat
patients at the Albuquerque
Veteran's Hospital.
Further in the realm of clinical
services the medical school or its
affiliated care centers have
developed such services as a
24-hour poison control center, a
convulsive disorder unit, a burn
and trauma unit that is attracting
national attention,
"l:oronary
care unit in connection with the
school's open-heart surgery
program, and a renal dialysis unit
for the life-saving care of kidney
patients.
The total expenditure budget
for UNM for the current fiscal
year is $48,698,100. The total
payroll is $25.8 million, which
goes to 3352 regular employees
and 1276 part·time employees,
"The University is itself an
industry, and a major one," Smith

said.
In addition, University students
constitute potential buying power
of 15,00 people,
"The University has more than
4400 students who are not
residents of Bernalillo county. On
the average, each of them spends
an estimated $2200 per year in
tuition and fees, living, and other
expenses. Their aggregate
expenditure is approximately $10,
million per year, all of which
enters the Albuquerque
economy," Smith said.

a.

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Centtal N.E. 265-7410
~810 Menaul N.E. 2684147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268.fi848

Zales
Love Triangle

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.

Bridal Set for Her ... Matching Band for Him

Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.
See the newest wig in town

THE GREEK BOY

$300

$325

($25 complete)

Yoncmoto~s:,

he says. "This is a sound of our

own.,,

Letter.. are welcome, and should
be no longer U.an 260 words typ.,.
written, double spaced, Name, tel""
phone number and address must be
Included, although name wJU be
withheld u:oon request.

astrology. I
convinced,

Pasha
Pillows
Mod &

need yet to be
Name Withheld
by Request

An Open Letter

To the Editor:
On behalf of the University Art
Museum, I wish to take this
opportunity to thank the
Associated Students of UNM for
the gift of the sculpture Eight
Example is, in tropical Thin Miles of the Other' Guy's
astrology, I am a Leo, with Leo Land, by Sam Richardson which
rising, and moon in Gemini (Aug. will be on exhibition in the
1, 1948). In your "updated" Museum until May 7. This work is
system, I would be Cancer with a major addition to the
Taurus moon. In actual life Univ~rsity's art collection and sets
• experience, there is nothing at all a precedent that will have lasting
value to the University
Cancer· or Taurus-like about me
community
and one that I hope
but quite a lot Leo- and
Gemini-like about me. This has the student body can be justly
been bothering me for quite proud of.
In particular, I wish to thank
awhile, so I wish you could
the student members of the
explain if you cnn.
Selection Committee-Arlene
So far as I am concerned, if Cinelli, Christy Hokanson, Dave
something works, it doesn't Miluten, and Joanne Grant
matter if it fits. into a logical Petersen-for their enthusiastic
system. Your "updated" astrology response and , devotion to the
destroys it more than it helps, in project.
spite of making more scientific
Robert lVI. Ellis
sense than the old tropical
Director

I

$225

USE OUR CONVENIENT
PAYMENT PLAN

Psychedelic

I

$2.19 - 16.99
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Whel'e Beautv Is our Business
On thn Moll 226G Wyoi'nll1• N.E. 298·!5494
8'1.2!5 Fourth N.W. 898-0120

8oth 1oeaUons

op~h 7 deys o ·week
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--~11

:

lllu~ttOii(lcnS
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En!c: qed

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW
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...

Win rock Center

Five Points Shopping Center

All locations op~n Fridays 'till 9 P.M.
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matching wide wedding band.

Author defen-ds forest serv1ce s position

Editor's note: The following
article is taken from an Edward
Hines Lumber Comp~ny rele~se
by Will Mark, answering
accusations of misuse of forest
land, and clarifying the forestry
service's position on preservation
and use of our resources.)
By BARBARA MORGAN
11
The ridiculous notion that
vested interests can exploit and
destroy our natural resources at
will is pure unadulterated
poppycock," wrote author Will
Mark in an article defending
present management of America's
forest resources.
Use of a natural resource }s not
necessarily destructive stripping of
the are~ because of complete and
overwhelming concern for the
profits to be reaped, said Mark.
The Multiple Use-Sustained
Yield Act of June 12, 1960,
provides for "management of all
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Vane!' Holland of Ea[;lH'n ::-:ew
!I.!P-.:iro Fniv<•rsit\ • EN:\H!) •::iii
bP on campw. Frichly, April 10, ! o
intnvi1•v; ~tudPuts in!t•t'P>itNl in
stmmw1· in!l'l'll job:> with stat!•
iigt·ncif''l.

Tlwn• at'l' OJW!linr-;s for ;;tudents
at all IPv!•l :, inc•Iuding r~•'<nlm:tp
.-.tudenls, in a nmnhPt' of stat.•
offices. l\Ios! o!' tlw job~ arP in
f;anta Fe and AlbuquerqUl'.
Friday morning, Holland will bP
in room ~l();,;, Sdwol of Bu~int•ss
and Administrative Sci!'ll!'<'S
(SBAS), to interview students. At
2:30 p.m. he will give a talk on
the state internship prc:gram in
tht> SBAS building's Parrish
Library.
A. H. Rosenthal is UNM's

l!,~~·.n~~Y(r!\

r4'Prt'~•)n1a~h.·t1

tl,H ~ht· ~~~t~,~·ushiJ)
!hi:; ,.,.a,. ;.;1 u"lo•nh

<·ommittt•t•
in!l•!'hl••d in ,,i·l:;·dulino; 1;\•id.t;;
I nU•!'\ii'WS m;,~y iln ''" ~~~
('ont<W!in~( Rost•Hthal's nfnw'".

Observatory open house
Tht• FK:\1 dPpal'i !IWH! of
phy'i<':> and a:,fmn•ml:;' t'<HUJilh
oh';r•!·\•a!or~· will iw op~'H to tlw
puhli<' fmm >': :)tl to 10 :;o p.m.
The <iPpartl!wut !m;, :l ~!!W!a of
!!·1 0 t id'l•ts •m:ilabh·. fn'P of
ch::~r;f<'. for p!•i'~otmq inll'~"~'"ll'li in
t!w open hou~P. Ticl;Pts may lw
picked up prim· to tlw vk•winr: in
the dl'partmt•ntal o ffieP, room
100 of the physics and a~tmnomy
building.
Children undt•r 12 yl'ar~-: old
should be accompanied by an
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After all is shed and
done, your soul may be
saved ... but your contacts
need help. They need len·
sine. Lensine is the one contact lens solution for com·
plete contact care ... preparing,
cleansing. and soaking.
There was a lime when you
needed two or more different lens
soruhons to properly prepare and
maintain your contacts. No more.
Lensine. from The Murine Company, makes caring for contact
lenses as convement as wearing
them.
Just a drop or two of lensme
coats and lubricates your lens.
This sllows the lens to floal more
freely in the eye, reducing tearful
irritation. Why? E3ecause Lensine

Diamond

and boost
your

Take
Better
Notes

Faster

the
111onth

~

.

April is the Month for Diamonds. . .. This is

:·

April. ..• If you have a special birthday to

1s a compatible, "isotonic" solution. very much like your eye's natural fluids.
Cleaning your contacts with
L('nsine retards the build -up of
foreign deposits on the lenses.
And soaking your contacts m lensme between wearing· periods assures you of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking-storage
case with individual lens compartments on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated the
improper storage between wear-

ings permits the
growth of bacteria on
the lenses. This is a
sure cause or eye irritation and in some
cases can endanger
your vision. Bacteria cannot grow in lensine because it's sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic.
lensine •.. the sou/ution for
complete contacl lens care. Made
by the Murine Company, lhc.

not your
contacts

remember we can suggest oil manner of exciting

CLASSES
START
Sat., April 11, 9:00 am
Tues., April 14, 3:30 pm

Write

jewels from Pins to Pendants

Better
Papers

more Rings. . . . Both Stores are ready to

207 Dartmount Dr. NE

and

from Rings to

Help.

CALL ANN OR PAM 26·5-6761Lyceum Ledrning Center

Thursday

'

ger11 ol

Retain
More

&

;hr

•

Read

Wednesday

·Jj~~~,~¢•J::l p~~Hph_., .. ~~.~: ""rnTI:·~'fU.~jh·'l lou~·~~\ n)1t,··n iit~upL: .. "')
~~:,nator 1hhitoya toot Pp Ow muHC'i. of ( 'har~;n1 ':.; t'• 1Heh1d
nn ih1· l•t•nd• wiih !lw <'<;Rii'm·nk" l'tlll1li1ic;~wn ,_.>a1d the•
.\nwr·i1'<m Bar ,\~:om ia'tion iG~.>f ~t·ph•;nht•l'. <-:liwt• tLJ! Uli11c'.
:·~7;~-· ._ijudr.r<:.\; ca"1P ht{~ tn_!pz·n ~Hl(h,t· rF\ lit'\Il,"' b~r" till"~ ~'Olnn~i·--·"·-~~.on.
. ,.·rit~· Sp;.~nhl~-~ .. ~'l~H~ati;]rx h~n:r~ a lt\~~1t.in1ah_~ eau":t) ft,r e(::n~~PlT!
1d11 n ow· imlil'id '<.tJtHdUrl' tli .play•: Ulii!P!'C>'~WY awl
tltnn \t-;' •;1al ~~JI;) ~k~1av in a xu~tH 1-t_~r v.. ldirh aff~"~ct~l ~11~"'rn ~1"-.:, dh\ 'etJy

dPp ..tll'tnll'IH h tL

lli,; vi:>ii h jninti~· -.pii!Nil'••rl by
tiH' t"N:.\1 tl••p;n·tnwnl of mod<":·n
and ela··,"~i<-al lantH.taf-~P:> . .tnd "~:tP
Ol'iiel' ul' Inth'II•Jtional l'ro~~,o;;m:;
and !--\pn.. it~P~).
Highlight of the amhassadcn·'s
1:isii will lw a joint film-IP<'IurrMonday at il p.m. in the l'nitm
Tlwatl'r. Til<' film, '"I'lll' ChallPnf{l'
ot' Our Tinws," was dont- by tlw
Spanish Ministry of Education
and Science and will be shown for
thP first timl' in this country
during the ambassador's stay at
UNM.
During his Monday tour of the
campus, Sartorious will talk to
faculty and students. From 3 to 5
p.m. Monday he will be in the
north ballroom lounge of the
Union to talk to interested
students, faculty, and general
public about Spain and the
1970's,

~n

(just across from Popejoy Hall)

Comprehend
More

COUNTRY BARN
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Banana Split Sale!
39¢
Thurs. & Fri.

GRADE POINT

Department of the Interior has
responsibility for 453 million
acres of federally owned land.
The concerned and meticulous
management of America's
national forests and grasslands
seems to be taken care of but
there are millions of acres not
under the benevolent protection
of the Multiple Use-Sustained
Yield Act. It remains to be seen
whether or not land under the
jurisdiction of the common
citizen and profit-making business
can be managed without
completely ruining the area.

"'';.-~fr~J' 1 ~nt~ {f·(,~r~·;·~

.·:t!,·r~hil

!

Summer jobs

domestic and big game animals are
managed by the forest service on
these ranges.
2 5 percent of the grazing
revenues returns to the local areas
for county schools and roads,
"Planned managment can and will
provide the means to support
meat animals for the exploding
population," said Mark.
Park System
The Department of the Interior
is responsible for the operation
and maintenance of the naitonal
park system. The Bureau of Land
Management within the

="h•w :\1t•ldco·~, l 1.H. }i("ll:ltor ,Josl•ph '\'1. I\lontuya at!aiq
oKkPd the -(\~n~~orn!a .~qdi:·h~1 #~~H1Hfftjin~inE>' ~~~-~~.:rii~~i~~.-.~~H1 -J~z

·.:.=-. --··---; Schmidt.

.

the various renewable surface facilities from ski are~s to picnic
resources of the national forests are&s must be maintained,"
for multiple use and sustained
N~tional forests &re used by
yield of the several products and logging comp&nies, but only under
services obtained therefrom."
the strict supervision of the
Multiple Use Concept
foresters.
The multiple use concept is the
Contract Logging
reasoning utilized by Congress to
"Commercial logging is done
preserve the nation's forest and under contract by private
grassland resources while using individuals and companies.
them to benefit people who never Rangers select and mark trees to
actually visit a national park, by be cut by the company with the
providing raw materials, water, highest bid for the stand of
and animals for urban use.
timber. Olle-fourth of the money
The forest service implements received from timber sales goes
the act through management of back to the states where the
commercial enterprises in forests are located, for allocation
National Forests. "Despite a to public schools and public
public image picturing husky, roads," said Mark.
clean-cut, young men sitting on
Along with the national
their duffs in some isolatE>d fire grasslands program, national
tower," said Mark, "timber forests pl'Ovide 100 million acres
cutting must be man~ged, of vital grazing land alloted to
watersheds must be planned and ranchers for a fee, Millions of
provided for, and recreation

I

Montoya asks removal
of anti=M~J~~e©H1 ~u~-~~iJ~

The latl.'st in ladies' wear is
modeled by two UNM co('ds,
Zelda Brmnhelder and Bl'i'lha

fashionable Dn·essers
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The Dean's Advisory Council for the College of Arts and
Sciences is studying the foreign language requir~ments,
To get student opinions about t?e reqmrement, all
students are asked to fill out the followmg poll:
( ) Yes- Do you favor the language requirements as they
( ) No- now stand for your particular degree?
( ) Yes- Have you completed these requirements toward
( ) No- your degree?
( ) Yes- Do you favor complete removal _of the language
( ) No- requirements as a degree reqmrement of the
College of Arts and Sciences?
( ) Yes- Do you favor keeping the language
( ) No- requirements but with revisions in the program?
(Some suggestions have been made which would
favor a program that de-emphasizes ~he teachh,lg
of technical aspects of the language m favor of a
program which would acquaint the s~udent
more with the overall culture, history,
sociology, of the language he is studying,)
( ) Yes- If the language requirement were
( ) No- removed, would you still _include
the study of a language m your
program of studies?
College
Major------These forms mav b<• left in the bOX('S in the Union, or
the office of the- dean, Collt•ge of A1·t~ a1?d Ficil'llC('S,
Ball(l\•Iier Hall. Forms will be accqJtl'd unhl Thur~day,
April 16.

And a l\";in band for him. In
H-knmt white ur yPllow :;old.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Says use of resources not destructive

Language requisite
given A&S scrutiny

When you're in love. it's always
spring. Seal this very special
feeling with a diamond nngagement ring that embraces a

• • • ~~lfl subi~c~

Thursday, April9, 1970
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Rejection a •relief•

'Not bitter,' says Carswell
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(UPI)-Judge G. Harrold Carswell
said Wednesday he was "not
bitter'' over the rejection of his
Supreme Court nomination and
would continue as a judge on the
5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
"First, let me say it's a relief,"
Carswell told reporters at a brief
news conference following the
tense Senate session that finally

decided the fate of his
nomination,
He then conceded: "It's always
disappointing to not win,
especially when so many of your
friends have expressed confidence
in you."
Carswell said President Nixon
phoned him after the Senate vote
and personally asked him to
continue as a judge of the 5th

Circuit. He said he would do so,
after a brief rest.
Carswell also said the President
had "expressed disappointment"
over the way the vote had gone.
Florida Gov. Claude Kirk
showed up at the news conference
where Carswell made his brief
statement. Kirk said he was just
there "to be with a friend," and
had no comment.

Student art
Work by Paige Pinnell and
Marcia Reifman, graduate
students in photography in the
department of art, will go on
exhibition at the One Loose Eye
Gallery in Taos, Saturday.
The show, which includes 15
prints by each of the students,
lasts through May 15.
Patronize Lobo Advertisers

LUTHERAN &
EPISCOPAL
worship services:
LUTHERAN

DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
46.35 54th ROAD
MASPETH, N.Y. 11378
(212) 361-3088

at 11 :00 a.m.
The Rev. Richard Elliott
EPISCOPAL at
9:30a.m. & 5:00p.m.
The Rev. William Crews

at

canterbury chapel
university at ash n.e.

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Graduation. announcements are in
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spart:s
fart:une
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WORLD NEWS
By United Press International

•
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Backup pilot may fly Apollo craft
CAPE KENNEDY-Space Agency officials said Wednesday they y.rere
considering substituting a backup astronaut for Thomas K. Mat.tmgly
whose susceptibility to measles threatened a one-month delay 111 the
Apollo 13 moon landing mission.
Public affairs officer Alfred Alibrando said backup co~mand mo.dule
pilot John L. Swigert was under consideration as a poss1ble substitute
for Sa-turday's launch.
...
.
Swigert, he said 1 'appears immune to the measles and 1s fa1rly well
prepared" for the mission.
. .
"Whether we go with him or not, that dec1s1on has not been
reached," Alibrando said.
Such a switch would mark the first time in U.S. space history .t~at a
backup pilot was called upon to fly a mission under such .cond1t10ns.
On one of the Gemini flights the two prime crewmen were killed several
weeks before the launch in a plane crash and the backup crew flew the
space mission.
Doctors, however, were continuing to make new laboratory tests .to
determine if Mattingly's condition has changed .from tests run earh~r
Wednesday. Physicians said the tests showed Mattmgly could become 1Jl
with the measles in space if launched Saturday.
If the $375-million expedition is delayed until the next launch
opportunity, May 9, it would cost taxpayers $800,000, the Space
Agency said.
The other two Apollo 13 crewmen, veteran James A. Lowell and
Fred W. Haise, were found to be immune to German measles, a
common children's disease.

i

GROUND FLOOR

NEW MEXICO UNION
277-2826

the fall semester because he had
used up the maximum number of
hours anyonll is allowed in
University College and was unable
to transfer into a degree·gJ:anting
college because of his low
grade-point. Hespentthe1969·70
season playing pro ball in Italy.
Many things have been written
and said about Howard. But one
of the most concise and most
complete was written last year by
Sports Editor Tony Sauro of the
Arizona Daily Wildcat:
" 'Stretch' Howard is New
Mexico's 6·9, 200-pound low-post
man. He's become almost a legend
as the league's 'bad boy' and
managed . to implant himself
forever in Coach Larson's memory
two weeks ago when he slammed
in 36 points and 21 rebounds to
sink Ariz 0 na 7 9-7 4 in
Albuquerque's Pit.
"'Tough' is the best way to
describe Howard, a man who is
averaging 18.3 points and 10.4
rebounds a game. One of his
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biggest assets obviously, is his size. about as consistent as a fart,'' says their best. of. seven playoff
He is also quick, a fine shooter one of his former teammates.
series.
and smooth ball·handler.
In a two-game series with New
You can't help but lldrriire the
"But his No. 1 tool is fear. The Mexico State last year, Howard
fear he strikes. into opponents was brilliant. He made an incredible Suns. A year ago, they were a
h t
II
th I
25 shots in 28 attempts and almost first-year expansion team and
ear s a over
e eague. F ear
.
compiled the worst record in pro
inflicted by hls reputation for single-handedly led the Lobos to basketball- 16 wins and 66 losses.
swinging elbows and legs and a 86·66 and 68·66 wins over the But this season it has been
toughness not unlike that found Aggies. The back·to·back victories differeJlt. Labeled "ten rejects and
in the pros under the boards.
came when the Aggies were 16·0 Connie Hawkins" by a Los
"It was Howard who drew the and nationally sixth-ranked, But
wrath of Arizona fans last season· three weeks later agaip.st BYU, Angeles newspaper, Phoenix
after cold-cocking Cat forward Howard helped the Lobos blow a captured a playoff berth opposite
.Dick Root and bloodying Gordy 12-point halftime lead and an NIT the Lakers by tying for third in
Lindstrom in the same game bid to the Cougars. Howard the NBA,'s Western Division. ,
(which Arizona won 70·69). And played 191h minutes of the
Entering their match with Los
there'll be no love lost between 20-minute second half and Angeles as an overwhelming
'Stretch,' whose first name is wouldn't break a sweat. He got underdog, the Suns proceeded to·
Greg, and Arizona fans tonight." one rebound the entire second playtheirbesteverandtakea3-1
The Phoenix Suns have gained a half.
series lead over the Lakers. You
great athlete by signing Howard.
Phoenix knew Howard's past have to respect Los Angeles too.
But Phoenix officials have also history when they signed him. So A lot of teams would have given
gained some problems. One they must think they can either up -after falling to a 3·1 deficit.
problem is that of discipline. change him or that his good But the veteran Lakers came
During his stay at UNM, Howard qualities out-weigh his bad. But through in the clutch.
was one big headache to his either way, Howard has been
They beat the Suns in Los
teammates, the coaches, and the !riven the opportunity to display Angeles on Sunday to change the
entire athletic staff. The· Suns hiS talents and prove himself. series margin to 3·2. But they still
have also gained a problem with Howard's future depends on his had to play in Phoenix Tuesday
Howard's consistency. "Howard is own decisions.
night. And L.A. hadn't won in
Phoenix all year. Relying on the
leaping, twisting shooting of Jerry
West and the talents of Wilt
Chamberlain, the Lakers upset
Phoenix 112·103.
So the series goes back to Los
Angeles tonight where the Lakers
There are a pair of teams respect for. The Los Angeles are listed as a slight favorite. It's
playing in Los Angeles tonight Lakers and the Phoenix Suns meet too bad both teams can't win
that you have to have a lot of in the final and deciding game of tonight.

Ten Rei· ects and Connie Hawkins
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Arizona, ENMU
here Saturday
for
track meet
The UNM track team returns

Congress moves to ave.rt strike
WASHINGTON-In rapid succession, the Senate and House
Wednesday approved and sent to the White House President Nixon's
plan for a forced settlement of a rail dispute that threatened to shut
down the nation's railroads after midnight Friday.
The bill, approved by a voice vote in the House an hour after passing
the Senate 88 to 3, would impose on four railroad shopcraft unions a
contract tentatively accepted by them last December but later
repudiated by one, the Sheet Metal Workers Union,
With a congressionally imposed moratorium on a nationwide rail
strike expiring at midnight Friday, Nixon was expected to lose no time
in signing the bill into law.
The legislation, bitterly opposed by the Sheet Metal Workers and
opposed generally by labor, would be the first time the federal
government ever imposed a contract settlement in a labor dispute.

home this Saturday when the
Lobos play host to the University
of Arizona and Eastern New
Mexico in a double dual meet.
The field events get underway at
1:30 p.m. at University Stadium.
New Mexico picked up its third
straight dual win last week
defeating Abilene Christian
College 80·65 in Abilene, Texas,
and then joined the field for the
Texas Relay's in Austin.
Arizona's entry list will be
headlined by seven-foot high
jumper Lorenzo Alien; triple and
long jumper Isaac Williams, who
has cleared 50 feet in the triple;
and, one of the WAC's better mile
relay teams.
Eastern New Mexico, which
UNM defeated 98·43 earlier this
year, will enter a full team except
for New Zealander Rex
Maddaford, the distance ace who
was voted the top individual in
the Texas Relays.
New Mexico has improved on
several of its early season bests
including a 3:11.8 running of the
mile relay in tl~e preliminaries of
the Texas Relays.
Lobo Chuck Steffes has the
best triple jump in the WAC at
52-()% and could have a real battle
with Williams. Williams has a
season best of 50-2 3/4 and is
rated a quarter of an inch ahead
of Steffes in the long jump.
WAC champion Ervin Jaros
bettered his league leading discus
throw to finish third in the Texas
Relays with a toss of 184·8%.
The best times recorded in
events by the Lobos this season
are: 100 yards-Jesse Johnson,
9.5; 220 yards-Jesse Johnson,
21 6· 440 yards-Tom Ericson,
48..
880 yards-Reid Cole,
1:52.3; mile-Chuck Schuch,
4:14.2; two mile-chuck Schuch,
9:2 2. 2; three mile-Chuck
Schuch, 13:34.6; 120
hurdles-Roosevelt Williams, 13.8;
440 hurdles-Mike Jones, 52.4;
triple jump-Chuck Steffes,
52-0ih; long jump-Chuc~ Steffes,
24-0 1h· Discus-Ervm Jaros,
184·81h;' shot put-Ervin Jaros,
5 6-5%; javelin-Uif Johansson,
256·4; high jump-Rick Lowder,
6•6.

Teamsters returning to jobs

associated students boohstore

Greg "Stretch" Howard, former
Lobo basketball star, has signed a
professional contract with the
Phoenix Suns of the National
Basketball Association.
The terms of the contract were
not disclosed. But two
Albuquerque television stations
have speculated the terms were
anywhere from $250,000 to
$1,250,000.
Reliable sources close to
Howard, however, have told The
Lobo that Howard received a
three-year no-cut contract at
$50,000 per year plus a $45,000
bonus. Howard had also been
sought by New Orleans of the
American Basketball Association.
Howard, who grew up in a
tough black ghetto in Pittsburgh,
Pa,, has become one of the most
controversial and legendary
athletes of all time at UNM. He
put in two seasons as a Lobo
before quitting last year prior to
his senior campaign. He would
have been unable to register for

·stretc hi HOWard
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A back-to·work move spread through the ranks of striking truck
drivers in several key transportation hubs across the nation Wednesday.
Teamster Union members headed back to their runs in Milwaukee,
Wis., Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., and San Francisco's East Bay
area.
There was no sign of a break, however, in the wildcat strikes that
paralyzed ttuck freight operations in St. Louis, Mo., Los Angeles and
several Ohio cities.
A selective strike by Chicago Teamsters spread to a huge suburban
food distribution center of the Jewel Companies, halting deliveries to
270 stores of the.big food chain in Northern Illinois and Southwest
Michigan.
.
.
The wildcat strikes were an expression of dissatisfactmn With a
national agreement between industry and Teamster officials, worked
out in Washington last week, which would provide an average hourly
increase of $1.10 over three years.
Chicago Teamsters, who bargain separately, .turne~ th~mbs down on
the $1.10 settlement and are conductmg selective str1kes man effort to
raise the ante sharply.
Union officials in Chicago say more than 400 companies there have
agreed to grant increases totaling $1.70 over three years,

Pants
Pants
Pants

0;

Plenty of pants for
doing summer up right
Biggest look-the
flareleg denim jeanhere-striped for
extra dash. Sizes

'

5-13 $8.

Woodruff-fluliaH
2904 Central,$~

, II

OK IE'S

I

104 BEER

Free Parking
-Rear Entrance

every Wed. 5-6 PM

·I

~

Central At Unlvenlty
HH#-H#.

:

•,.

:·.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Calling U
Thursday APril 9
ISRAD WIN; union room 231-A; 9

a.m.

Honors Program; Union room
noo:n,

~48~

LOBO EDITOR

We're remodeling I 1
Cleaner bathrooms ot, , .
Guild Arts Theatre
;3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnite
Only $1.50

April 'Special
this month only at
JOHN'S DEEP ROCK

AWS; Union room 231 B·C; 3:30
p.m.
SDS: Union room 250·C: 4 p,m,
Spurs; Union room 231-E; 6 p.m.
A Phi 0; Union room 250·0; 6:30
p.m.
Senate Finance Committee; Union
room 250 A·B: 6:30p.m.
AWS executive board; Union room
231-C; 7 p.m.
Christian Science organization;
Union room 253; 7 p.m.
Film Society,., "The Gold Rush";
Union Theater; ·r P.m.
Gamma Sigma Sigma pledges; Union
room 248; 7 p.m.
Graduate Student Association:
Union room 129; 7 p.m.
Popular Entertainment Committee;
Union room 230: 7 p.m.
Eta Kappa Nu; Union room 231
A·E; 7:30p.m. ·
Gamma Sigma Sigma; Union room
231·D: 7:30p.m.
Alb11querque libraries book fair;
Union ballroom and north lounge; 8
p.m.

Women's Liberation; Union room

250.C; 8 p.m.
Circle K; Union room 250·E: 9:15
p,m,

Campus Briefs
Painted constructions
A one·m;m show of painted
interlocking constructions by
UNM assistant professor of art
Jerry Johnson opened ./\pril 8 at
the G!lllery 1309 in Boulder,
Colo.
Included in the exhibition are
works by Johnson from 1969 and
1970.

summer.
The institute will be June
8-July 18. Applicants must have
completed work on a college
bachelor's degree to be admitted.

Save on all major
brands of oil

societe J u
cn.nema

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.
If you want the latest in
sportswear from New York
You must visit Sutton Place
in the MALL.
10% Discountwith
student card.
Wyoming and Menaul

PERSONALS

ENVffiONMENTAL TEACH·lN wants to
tape Pete Seegers "God Bless The Glass"
aibum. If you have it, please eall Lin at
261;-1066.
ATTENTION ORGANIZATIONS: Mirage
needs picture identification on group
shots. Rm. 205 Journalism Bldg, Im·
mediately,

JOE TURNEY

motorcycles

Sales • Service • f>arts
BSA-JAWA-Bridgestone
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO
f>ENTON
8206 Lomas Blvd NE
256-9444

Average monthly earnings $700
Interviews held Thur. and Fri. April 9 & 10. For
appointment call Howard Johnson's. Ask for Jim
Samuel. 243-5693

SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three print... Pictures taken
nt UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.

~i~~Yox~~~~;~r

special roles for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS Bu LD NG other locations in Win rock Center,
I J
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

•

m

The Gold Rush
&
The Cure

A Spring thing

rsday, April 9, 7 p.m., SUB Theatre
SOc or by subscription
Special 9 p.m. showing if in demand
For a information call 277-2305

try
·'

FORSALE

HAMBURG

prnbagen

4/14

EXPERT TYPING in my home. Reasonable. Call 344-5802. after 5. 4/10

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish songs.
Send $1 to ROBERTO MONDRAGON,
610 11th N.W. 87102, 4/17

lncl udes: air from New York
City Hosts, little friendly

Smash1ngf
0

features.

~RENT-A-TV
$1.00 n day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monlhlv Rate

Buc;:k's

:ry

17 DAYS
FROM S568

Rentals

268-4589

Color Available

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be mode in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. ForSale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

TREVOR HOWARD VANESSA REDGRAVE JOHN GIELGUD HARRY ANDREWS
JILl. BENNETT and DAVID HEMMINGS S<rt••pl•y CHARLES WOOD Musi< JOHN ADDISON
Ptodum NEll HARTlEY 'Dirt«orTONY RICHARDSON PANAVISION'

IMI

Fri., Sat., & Sun.
7 & IO p.m.
ID

Umfod AJ't1Bts~

COLORbyDeluxe f~1g~·::;::;:'J'i{jg;;.,,,,,.,

mm

ASUNM FILM

ENCLOSED $ • - - - -

PLACED BY-~---------

'

__ Nominating petitions for ASUNM election
candidates must be turned in to the student
govcmment office on the second floor of
the Union by 5 p.m. today.
There will be a mandatory meeting of
candidates for ASUNM president,
vice-president, senator, and NSA coordinator
at 6 tonight in room 250-C in the Union.
Campaign managers must also attend.
Candidates who cannot attend the meeting
must contack David Heisler, election
committee chahman at 277-4071 to arrange
another meeting time.
Candidates not attending the meeting, or
malting other arrangements will be declared
ineligible to run.

GSA Council funds
U child care center
The GSA Council last night passed $2549 matching
funds for preliminary funding of a child day care center
on campus.
Passage of the monies makes a matching appropriation
by the ASUNM Senate Wednesday night valid.
In addition to the $2549 appropriated by ASUNM
Wednesday, $5751 was included in its proposed 1970-71
budget to fund the center next year. A bill
appropriating matching funds from the GSA was
introduced last night and referred to the Budget and
Finance Committee.
Although she argued for immediate passage of both
funding bills in the GSA Council, Karen Belgrade,
representative who introduced the bills, said referral to
the Budget Committee would not hold up the program.
The total $5098 appropriated for the preliminary
establishment of the center will be used to purchase
equipment and pay a director for the months of May
and June. The center is scheduled to open in
September.
The proposed child care center will be jointly
administered by ASUNM, the GSA, and the
administration. The facility will be housed in the Mesa
Vista dining hall' with the admhustration footing the bill
for maintenance and renovation.
Mike Colvin, who worked on the center feasibility
study, Mid~ommendations from UNM departments
- about how they could use or contribute to the center
are "very favorable at this point."
The actual cost for child care will be split among the
two student governments, and parents wh.ose children
use the facility.
The center is ex:pect~d to be able to handle 50
children, said Colvin.

'.

•

Friday,_ April_l 0, 1970

Senate pet~ns due today

AAA WORLD WIDE TRAVEL
1516 S•n Pt!'dro NE
Albuquarque, New .Mexico 87110
1505) 265-9516

COLLEGE BOY-freshman or sophomore
preferred. Part-time job. Must be n.vnilnblc during lunch, Apply in person be·
tween 11 and 2. Der Weinerschnltzel 6901
Lomas NE. 4/14
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Part-time.
BUBiness couples preferred. Call 265·5232.

.

Vol. 73
- .~-

EMPLOYMENT

6)

Warm weather in Albuquerque causes dorm residents to become
plotting for peace, or just having fun, all move outdoors. Spring is . , . happiness except for ski

MEXICO

LOST: Gold anchor pin with Delta Gam.
ma in center. Reward offered at 1700
Mesa Vista NE. 4/13
it,

j

NEW

LOST&FOUND

2)

1966 DATSUN. Immnculate, Below hook
at $800. Call 268·2501 evenings, 4/14
200 USED TVs. All styles. $15 up, 441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/16
MONSTER TELEVISION-24 inch giant
screen. General Electric. $30.00. 255·5211.
4/18
FEMALE Samoyed puppy, purebred, AKC,
showdog~ reasonably priced~ Call 25G·
1429.. 4/13

. .....................

Charlie Chaplin

THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
All art works may now be picked up at
rm. 205 J ournnlism Bldg,. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.

5)

\ ·,

•

presents

THUNDEJRBIUD CONTRIBUTORS: All•·
written work submitted to the magazine
may now be picked up at rm. 158 Journalism Bldg.

LOSE SOMETHING 1 To find
Lobo Classified Ads.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

\I
I

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

Applications· can be obtained
from the College of Law, Arizona
State University, Tempe, Ariz.,
85281, and must be completed
and returned by April 22.

Law institute

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run, If ad is to
run five or more consecutive dnys with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

I'

3 0 prospective law students
from minority groups will attend
a special institute cosponsored by
UNM, University of Arizona, and
Arizona State University College
of Law, at Tempe, Ariz,, this

501 YaleSE

Free chassis lub
with oil change

.•· ··'

.•.

No. 115

Governance ok'~ iudiciar-y

-

Would expand Student Standards- fund)ons
The Committee on University
Governance voted last night to
recommend to the students,
faculty, and administration that
a University-wide judiciary
system be established on an
"interim" basis.
The new board, which would
be comprised of the current
Student Standards Committee
acting "temporarily as a
University Standards Board
(USB)," would be empowered
to hear complaints against any
member of the University
community. The current
Standard s Co mini t tee is
empowered only to hear cases
against students.
In addition to establishing a
USB the Governance Committee
voted to change the charter of
the Standards Committee to
read that it could only
"recommend" disciplinary
action instead of being to
impose it as it currently can.
The change was made to
make it clear that the
Standards Committee and the
USB, when it is acting as, such,
could not take one course of
action against a student

(imposition of penalties) and
another action when dealing
with faculty and administrators
(recommendations for discipline
and sanctions only),
The charter for the USB
reads in part:
"This Board shall hear
complaints and charges which
may be brought before it by
any member or group of
members of the University
academic community-faculty,
administrators,
or
students-against any other
member or group of members
of that community, The Board
shall hear cases which are not
within the jurisdiction of other
judicial bodies (e.g., Residence
Standards or the Committee on
Academic Freedom and
Tenure).
"The Board shall have the
power to recommend
rectification of conditions
deemed unjust, to censure
parties at fault, and to
recommend appropriate lawful
penalties or sanctions. Appeals
shall be to the president of the
University, In cases in which
there
has
been
a

recommendation for . a penalty
or sanction against a' student
the president of the university
shall consult with theappropriate student association
president before he makes his
decision. In any case in which
the president disqualifies
himself appeal shall be to the
University Regents.
"These provisions do not
affect the rights which a
faculty member has under the
current Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure, including
the right to request a hearing
before the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure
in any circumstances in which
he believes his academic
freedom has been violated."
Committee Chairman Edwin
Hoyt. stressed that the USB, if
approved, was "at best" only
an interim solution to the
problem of an all-University
judicial system. He added his
committee will "continue to
study the proposal and we will
have a final recommendation
for the judicial system but not
until well into next year,"
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Law spiking

UNM Law Students relax in a furious game of volleyball
during their lunch hour.
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